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This semi-autobiographical classic, written by the beloved Judith Kerr, tells the story of a

Jewish family escaping Germany in the days before the Second World War.This beautiful new

edition celebrates the fifty year anniversary of an adventure that Michael Morpurgo called “The

most life-enhancing book you could ever wish to read.”Suppose your country began to change.

Suppose that without your noticing, it became dangerous for some people to live in it any

longer, and you found, to your surprise, that your own father was one of those people. This is

what happened to Anna in 1933.Anna is too busy with her schoolwork and tobogganing to

listen to the talk of Hitler. But one day she and her brother Max are rushed out of Germany in

alarming secrecy, away from everything they know. Their father is wanted by the Nazis. This is

the start of a huge adventure, sometimes frightening, very often funny and always

exciting.Judith Kerr wrote When Hitler Stole Pink Rabbit fifty years ago, based on her own

journey, so that her own children would know where she came from and the lengths to which

her parents went to keep her and her brother safe. It has gone on to become a beloved classic

that is required reading for many children all over the world and is an unforgettable introduction

to the real-life impact of the Second World War.This new edition celebrates fifty years of this

extraordinary story.
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Elsbeth, a girl in her class. A lot of snow had fallen in Berlin that winter. It did not melt, so the

street cleaners had swept it to the edge of the pavement, and there it had lain for weeks in sad,

greying heaps. Now, in February, the snow had turned into slush and there were puddles

everywhere. Anna and Elsbeth skipped over them in their lace-up boots.They both wore thick

coats and woollen caps which kept their ears warm, and Anna had a muffler as well. She was

nine but small for her age and the ends of the muffler hung down almost to her knees. It also

covered up her mouth and nose, so the only parts of her that showed were her green eyes and

a tuft of dark hair. She had been hurrying because she wanted to buy some crayons at the

paper shop and it was nearly time for lunch. But now she was so out of breath that she was

glad when Elsbeth stopped to look at a large red poster.‘It’s another picture of that man,’ said

Elsbeth. ‘My little sister saw one yesterday and thought it was Charlie Chaplin.’Anna looked at

the staring eyes, the grim expression. She said, ‘It’s not a bit like Charlie Chaplin except for the

moustache.’They spelled out the name under the photograph.Adolf Hitler.‘He wants everybody

to vote for him in the elections and then he’s going to stop the Jews,’ said Elsbeth. ‘Do you think

he’s going to stop Rachel Lowenstein?’‘Nobody can stop Rachel Lowenstein,’ said Anna. ‘She’s

form captain. Perhaps he’ll stop me. I’m Jewish too.’‘You’re not!’‘I am! My father was talking to

us about it only last week. He said we were Jews and no matter what happened my brother

and I must never forget it.’‘But you don’t go to a special church on Saturdays like Rachel

Lowenstein.’‘That’s because we’re not religious. We don’t go to church at all.’‘I wish my father

wasn’t religious,’ said Elsbeth. ‘We have to go every Sunday and I get cramp in my seat.’ She

looked at Anna curiously. ‘I thought Jews were supposed to have bent noses, but your nose is

quite ordinary. Has your brother got a bent nose?’‘No,’ said Anna. ‘The only person in our



house with a bent nose is Bertha the maid, and hers only got like that because she broke it

falling off a tram.’Elsbeth was getting annoyed. ‘Well then,’ she said, ‘if you look the same as

everyone else and you don’t go to a special church, how do you know you are Jewish? How

can you be sure?’There was a pause.‘I suppose …’ said Anna, ‘I suppose it’s because my

mother and father are Jews, and I suppose their mothers and fathers were too. I never thought

about it much until Papa started talking about it last week.’‘Well, I think it’s silly!’ said Elsbeth.

‘It’s silly about Adolf Hitler and people being Jews and everything!’ She started to run and Anna

followed her.They did not stop until they reached the paper shop. There was someone talking

to the man at the counter and Anna’s heart sank as she recognised Fräulein Lambeck who

lived nearby. Fräulein Lambeck was making a face like a sheep and saying, ‘Terrible times!

Terrible times!’ Each time she said ‘terrible times’ she shook her head and her earrings

wobbled.The paper shop man said, ‘1931 was bad enough, 1932 was worse, but mark my

words, 1933 will be worst of all.’ Then he saw Anna and Elsbeth and said, ‘What can I do for

you, my dears?’Anna was just going to tell him that she wanted to buy some crayons when

Fräulein Lambeck spied her.‘It’s little Anna!’ cried Fräulein Lambeck. ‘How are you, little Anna?

And how is your dear father? Such a wonderful man! I read every word he writes. I’ve got all his

books and I always listen to him on the radio. But he hasn’t written anything in the paper this

week – I do hope he’s quite well. Perhaps he’s lecturing somewhere. Oh, we do need him in

these terrible, terrible times!’Anna waited until Fräulein Lambeck had finished. Then she said,

‘He’s got ’flu.’This provoked another outburst. You would have thought that Fräulein Lambeck’s

nearest and dearest were lying at death’s door. She shook her head until the earrings rattled.

She suggested remedies. She recommended doctors. She would not stop talking until Anna

had promised to give her father Fräulein Lambeck’s best wishes for a speedy recovery. And

then she turned back in the doorway and said, ‘Don’t say best wishes from Fräulein Lambeck,

little Anna – just say from an admirer!’ – before she finally swept out.Anna bought her crayons

quickly. Then she and Elsbeth stood together in the cold wind outside the paper shop. This was

where their ways normally parted, but Elsbeth lingered. There was something she had wanted

to ask Anna for a long time and it seemed a good moment.‘Anna,’ said Elsbeth, ‘is it nice

having a famous father?’‘Not when you meet someone like Fräulein Lambeck,’ said Anna,

absent-mindedly setting off for home while Elsbeth equally absent-mindedly followed her.‘No,

but apart from Fräulein Lambeck?’‘I think it’s quite nice. For one thing Papa works at home, so

we see quite a lot of him. And sometimes we get free theatre tickets. And once we were

interviewed by a newspaper, and they asked us what books we liked, and my brother said

Zane Grey and the next day someone sent him a whole set as a present!’‘I wish my father was

famous,’ said Elsbeth. ‘But I don’t think he ever will be because he works in the Post Office, and

that’s not the sort of thing people get famous for.’‘If your father doesn’t become famous

perhaps you will. One snag about having a famous father is that you almost never become

famous yourself.’‘Why not?’‘I don’t know. But you hardly ever hear of two famous people in the

same family. It makes me rather sad sometimes.’ Anna sighed.By this time they were standing

outside Anna’s white-painted gate. Elsbeth was feverishly trying to think of something she

might become famous for when Heimpi, who had seen them from the window, opened the front

door.‘Goodness!’ cried Elsbeth, ‘I’ll be late for lunch!’ – and she rushed off up the street.‘You

and that Elsbeth,’ grumbled Heimpi as Anna went inside. ‘You’d talk the monkeys off the

trees!’Heimpi’s real name was Fräulein Heimpel and she had looked after Anna and her

brother Max since they were babies. Now that they were older she did the house-keeping while

they were at school, but she liked to fuss over them when they came back. ‘Let’s have all this

off you,’ she said, unwinding the muffler. ‘You look like a parcel with the string undone.’ As



Heimpi peeled the clothes off her Anna could hear the piano being played in the drawing room.

So Mama was home.‘Are you sure your feet aren’t wet?’ said Heimpi. ‘Then go quickly and

wash your hands. Lunch is nearly ready.’Anna climbed up the thickly carpeted stairs. The sun

was shining through the window and outside in the garden she could see a few last patches of

snow. The smell of chicken drifted up from the kitchen. It was nice coming home from

school.As she opened the bathroom door there was a scuffle inside and she found herself

staring straight at her brother Max, his face scarlet under his fair hair, his hands hiding

something behind his back.‘What’s the matter?’ she asked, even before she caught sight of his

friend Gunther who seemed equally embarrassed.‘Oh, it’s you!’ said Max, and Gunther

laughed. ‘We thought it was a grown-up!’‘What have you got?’ asked Anna.‘It’s a badge. There

was a big fight at school today – Nazis against Sozis.’‘What are Nazis and Sozis?’‘I’d have

thought even you would know that at your age,’ said Max, who was just twelve. ‘The Nazis are

the people who are going to vote for Hitler in the elections. We Sozis are the people who are

going to vote against.’‘But you’re none of you allowed to vote,’ said Anna. ‘You’re too

young!’‘Our fathers, then,’ said Max crossly. ‘It’s the same thing.’‘Anyway, we beat them,’ said

Gunther. ‘You should have seen those Nazis run! Max and I caught one of them and got his

badge off him. But I don’t know what my mum is going to say about my trousers.’ He looked

dolefully down at a large tear in the worn cloth. Gunther’s father was out of work and there was

no money at home for new clothes.‘Don’t worry, Heimpi will fix it,’ said Anna. ‘Can I see the

badge?’It was a small piece of red enamel with a black hooked cross on it.‘It’s called a

swastika,’ said Gunther. ‘All the Nazis have them.’‘What are you going to do with it?’Max and

Gunther looked at each other.‘D’you want it?’ asked Max.Gunther shook his head. ‘I’m not

supposed to have anything to do with the Nazis. My mum’s afraid I might get my head cut

open.’‘They don’t fight fair,’ agreed Max. ‘They use sticks and stones and everything.’ He turned

the badge over with increasing dislike. ‘Well, I certainly don’t want it.’‘Put it down the what-not!’

said Gunther. So they did. The first time they pulled the chain it would not flush away, but the

second time, just as the gong went for lunch, it disappeared very satisfactorily.They could still

hear the piano as they went downstairs but it stopped while Heimpi was filling their plates and

a moment later the door burst open and Mama came in.‘Hello, children, hello, Gunther,’ she

cried, ‘how was school?’Everybody immediately began to tell her and the room was suddenly

filled with noise and laughter. She knew the names of all their teachers and always

remembered what they had told her. So when Max and Gunther talked about how the

geography master had flown into a rage she said, ‘No wonder, after the way you all played him

up last week!’ And when Anna told her that her essay had been read out in class she said,

‘That’s marvellous – because Fräulein Schmidt hardly ever reads anything out, does

she?’When she listened she looked at whoever was talking with the utmost concentration.

When she talked all her energy went into it. She seemed to do everything twice as hard as

other people – even her eyes were a brighter blue than any Anna had ever seen.They were just

starting on the pudding (which was apple strudel) when Bertha the maid came in to tell Mama

that there was someone on the telephone, and should she disturb Papa?‘What a time to ring

up!’ cried Mama and pushed her chair back so hard that Heimpi had to put out her hand to stop

it falling over. ‘Don’t any of you dare eat my apple strudel!’ And she rushed out.It seemed very

quiet after she had gone, though Anna could hear her footsteps hurrying to the telephone and,

a little later, hurrying even faster up the stairs to Papa’s room. In the silence she asked, ‘How is

Papa?’‘Feeling better,’ said Heimpi. ‘His temperature is down a bit.’Anna ate her pudding

contentedly. Max and Gunther got through three helpings but still Mama had not come back. It

was odd because she was particularly fond of apple strudel.Bertha came to clear away and



Heimpi took the boys off to see to Gunther’s trousers. ‘No use mending these,’ she said, ‘they’d

split again as soon as you breathed. But I’ve got an outgrown pair of Max’s that will just do you

nicely.’Anna was left in the dining room wondering what to do. For a while she helped Bertha.

They put the used plates through the hatch into the pantry. Then they brushed the crumbs off

the table with a little brush and pan. Then, while they were folding the tablecloth, she

remembered Fräulein Lambeck and her message. She waited until Bertha had the tablecloth

safely in her hands and ran up to Papa’s room. She could hear Papa and Mama talking

inside.‘Papa,’ said Anna as she opened the door, ‘I met Fräulein Lambeck …’‘Not now! Not

now!’ cried Mama. ‘We’re talking!’ She was sitting on the edge of Papa’s bed. Papa was

propped up against the pillows looking rather pale. They were both frowning.‘But Papa, she

asked me to tell you …’Mama got quite angry.‘For goodness’ sake, Anna,’ she shouted, ‘we

don’t want to hear about it now! Go away!’‘Come back a little later,’ said Papa more gently.

Anna shut the door. So much for that! It wasn’t as though she’d ever wanted to deliver Fräulein

Lambeck’s silly message in the first place. But she felt put out.There was no one in the nursery.

She could hear shouts outside, so Max and Gunther were probably playing in the garden, but

she did not feel like joining them. Her satchel was hanging on the back of a chair. She

unpacked her new crayons and took them all out of their box. There was a good pink and quite

a good orange, but the blues were best. There were three different shades, all beautifully

bright, and a purple as well. Suddenly Anna had an idea.Lately she had been producing a

number of illustrated poems which had been much admired both at home and at school. There

had been one about a fire, one about an earthquake and one about a man who died in

dreadful agonies after being cursed by a tramp. Why not try her hand at a shipwreck? All sorts

of words rhymed with sea and there was ‘save’ to rhyme with ‘wave’, and she could use the

three new blue crayons for the illustration. She found some paper and began.Soon she was so

absorbed that she did not notice the early winter dusk creeping into the room, and she was

startled when Heimpi came in and switched on the light.‘I’ve made some cakes,’ said Heimpi.

‘Do you want to help with the icing?’‘Can I just quickly show this to Papa?’ asked Anna as she

filled in the last bit of blue sea. Heimpi nodded.This time Anna knocked and waited until Papa

called, ‘Come in’. His room looked strange because only the bedside lamp was lit and Papa

and his bed made an island of light among the shadows. She could dimly see his desk with the

typewriter and the mass of papers which had, as usual, overflowed from the desk on to the

floor. Because Papa often wrote late at night and did not want to disturb Mama his bed was in

his workroom.Papa himself did not look like someone who was feeling better. He was sitting up

doing nothing at all, just staring in front of him with a kind of tight look on his thin face, but

when he saw Anna he smiled. She showed him the poem and he read it through twice and said

it was very good, and he also admired the illustration. Then Anna told him about Fräulein

Lambeck and they both laughed. He was looking more like himself, so Anna said, ‘Papa, do

you really like the poem?’Papa said he did.‘You don’t think it should be more cheerful?’‘Well,’

said Papa, ‘a shipwreck is not really a thing you can be very cheerful about.’‘My teacher

Fräulein Schmidt thinks I should write about more cheerful subjects like the spring and the

flowers.’‘And do you want to write about the spring and the flowers?’‘No,’ said Anna sadly.

‘Right now all I seem to be able to do is disasters.’Papa gave a little sideways smile and said

perhaps she was in tune with the times.‘Do you think then,’ asked Anna anxiously, ‘that

disasters are all right to write about?’ Papa became serious at once.‘Of course!’ he said. ‘If you

want to write about disasters, that’s what you must do. It’s no use trying to write what other

people want. The only way to write anything good is to try to please yourself.’Anna was so

encouraged to hear this that she was just going to ask Papa whether by any chance Papa



thought she might become famous one day, but the telephone by Papa’s bed rang loudly and

surprised them both.The tight look was back on Papa’s face as he lifted the receiver and it was

odd, thought Anna, how even his voice sounded different. She listened to him saying, ‘Yes …

yes …’ and something about Prague before she lost interest. But the conversation was soon

over.‘You’d better run along now,’ said Papa. He lifted his arms as though to give her a big hug.

Then he put them down again. ‘I’d better not give you my ’flu,’ he said.Anna helped Heimpi ice

the cakes and then she and Max and Gunther ate them – all except three which Heimpi put in

a paper bag for Gunther to take home to his mum. She had also found some more of Max’s

outgrown clothes to fit him, so he had quite a nice parcel to take with him when he left.They

spent the rest of the evening playing games. Max and Anna had been given a games

compendium for Christmas and had not yet got over the wonder of it. It contained draughts,

chess, Ludo, Snakes and Ladders, dominoes and six different card games, all in one

beautifully-made box. If you got tired of one game you could always play another. Heimpi sat

with them in the nursery mending socks and even joined them for a game of Ludo. Bedtime

came far too soon.Next morning before school Anna ran into Papa’s room to see him. The desk

was tidy. The bed was neatly made.Papa had gone.Chapter TwoAnna’s first thought was so

terrible that she could not breathe. Papa had got worse in the night. He had been taken to

hospital. Perhaps he … She ran blindly out of the room and found herself caught by Heimpi.‘It’s

all right! Your father has gone on a journey.’‘A journey?’ Anna could not believe it. ‘But he’s ill –

he had a temperature …’‘He decided to go just the same,’ said Heimpi firmly. ‘Your mother was

going to explain it all to you when you came home from school. Now I suppose you’ll have to

hear straight away and Fräulein Schmidt will be kept twiddling her thumbs for you.’‘What is it?

Are we going to miss school?’ Max appeared hopefully on the landing.Then Mama came out of

her room. She was still in her dressing-gown and looked tired.‘There’s no need to get terribly

excited,’ she said. ‘But there are some things I must tell you. Heimpi, shall we have some

coffee? And I expect the children could eat some more breakfast.’Once they were all settled in

Heimpi’s pantry with coffee and rolls Anna felt much better, and was even able to calculate that

she would miss the geography lesson at school which she particularly disliked.‘It’s quite

simple,’ said Mama. ‘Papa thinks Hitler and the Nazis might win the elections. If that happened

he would not want to live in Germany while they were in power, and nor would any of

us.’‘Because we’re Jews?’ asked Anna.‘Not only because we’re Jews. Papa thinks no one

would be allowed to say what they thought any more, and he wouldn’t be able to write. The

Nazis don’t like people to disagree with them.’ Mama drank some of her coffee and looked

more cheerful. ‘Of course it may never happen and if it did it probably wouldn’t last for long –

maybe six months or so. But at the moment we just don’t know.’‘But why did Papa leave so

suddenly?’ asked Max.‘Because yesterday someone rang him up and warned him that they

might be going to take away his passport. So I packed him a small suitcase and he caught the

night train to Prague – that’s the quickest way out of Germany.’‘Who could take away his

passport?’‘The police. There are quite a few Nazis in the police.’‘And who rang him up to warn

him?’Mama smiled for the first time.‘Another policeman. One Papa had never met – but who

had read his books and liked them.’It took Anna and Max some time to digest all this.Then Max

asked, ‘But what’s going to happen now?’‘Well,’ said Mama, ‘it’s only about ten days until the

elections. Either the Nazis lose, in which case Papa comes back – or they win, in which case

we join him.’‘In Prague?’ asked Max.‘No, probably in Switzerland. They speak German there –

Papa would be able to write. We’d probably rent a little house and stay there until all this has

blown over.’‘Heimpi too?’ asked Anna.‘Heimpi too.’It sounded quite exciting. Anna was

beginning to imagine it – a house in the mountains … goats … or was it cows? … when Mama



said, ‘There is one thing more.’ Her voice was very serious.‘This is the most important thing of

all,’ said Mama, ‘and we need you to help us with it. Papa does not want anyone to know that

he has left Germany. So you must not tell anyone. If anyone asks you about him you must say

that he’s still in bed with ’flu.’‘Can’t I even tell Gunther?’ asked Max.‘No. Not Gunther, nor

Elsbeth, not anyone.’‘All right,’ said Max. ‘But it won’t be easy. People are always asking after

him.’‘Why can’t we tell anyone?’ asked Anna. ‘Why doesn’t Papa want anyone to know?’‘Look,’

said Mama. ‘I’ve explained it all to you as well as I can. But you’re both still children – you can’t

understand everything. Papa thinks the Nazis might … cause us some bother if they knew that

he’d gone. So he does not want you to talk about it. Now are you going to do what he asks or

not?’Anna said, yes, of course she would.Then Heimpi bundled them both off to school. Anna

was worried about what to say if anyone asked her why she was late, but Max said, ‘Just tell

them Mama overslept – she did, anyway!’In fact, no one was very interested. They did high-

jump in Gym and Anna jumped higher than anyone else in her class. She was so pleased

about this that for the rest of the morning she almost forgot about Papa being in Prague.When

it was time to go home it all came back to her and she hoped Elsbeth would not ask her any

awkward questions – but Elsbeth’s mind was on more important matters. Her aunt was coming

to take her out that afternoon to buy her a yo-yo. What kind did Anna think she should choose?

And what colour? The wooden ones worked best on the whole, but Elsbeth had seen a bright

orange one which, though made of tin, had so impressed her with its beauty that she was

tempted. Anna only had to say Yes and No, and by the time she got home for lunch the day felt

more ordinary than she would ever have thought possible that morning.Neither Anna nor Max

had any homework and it was too cold to go out, so in the afternoon they sat on the radiator in

the nursery and looked out of the window. The wind was rattling the shutters and blowing great

lumps of cloud across the sky.‘We might get more snow,’ said Max.‘Max,’ said Anna, ‘do you

hope that we will go to Switzerland?’‘I don’t know,’ said Max. There were so many things he

would miss. Gunther … his gang with whom he played football … school … He said, ‘I suppose

we’d go to a school in Switzerland.’‘Oh yes,’ said Anna. ‘I think it would be quite fun.’ She was

almost ashamed to admit it, but the more she thought about it the more she wanted to go. To

be in a strange country where everything would be different – to live in a different house, go to

a different school with different children – a huge urge to experience it all overcame her and

though she knew it was heartless, a smile appeared on her face.‘It would only be for six

months,’ she said apologetically, ‘and we’d all be together.’The next few days passed fairly

normally. Mama got a letter from Papa. He was comfortably installed in a hotel in Prague and

was feeling much better. This cheered everyone up.A few people inquired after him but were

quite satisfied when the children said he had ’flu. There was so much of it about that it was not

surprising. The weather continued very cold and the puddles caused by the thaw all froze hard

again – but still there was no snow.At last on the afternoon of the Sunday before the elections

the sky turned very dark and then suddenly opened up to release a mass of floating, drifting,

whirling white. Anna and Max were playing with the Kentner children who lived across the road.

They stopped to watch the snow come down.‘If only it had started a bit earlier,’ said Max. ‘By

the time it’s thick enough for tobogganing, it will be too dark.’At five o’clock when Anna and

Max were going home it had only just stopped. Peter and Marianne Kentner saw them to the

door. The snow lay thick and dry and crunchy all over the road and the moon was shining down

on it.‘Why don’t we go tobogganing in the moonlight?’ said Peter.‘Do you think they’d let

us?’‘We’ve done it before,’ said Peter, who was fourteen. ‘Go and ask your mother.’Mama said

they could go provided they all stayed together and got home by seven. They put on their

warmest clothes and set off.It was only a quarter of an hour’s walk to the Grunewald, where a



wooden slope made an ideal run down to a frozen lake. They had tobogganed there many

times before, but it had always been daylight and the air had been loud with the shouts of other

children. Now all they could hear was the soughing of the wind in the trees, the crunching of

the new snow under their feet, and the gentle whir of the sledges as they slid along behind

them. Above their heads the sky was dark but the ground shone blue in the moonlight and the

shadows of the trees broke like black bands across it.At the top of the slope they stopped and

looked down. Nobody had been on it before them. The shimmering path of snow stretched

ahead, perfect and unmarked, right down to the edge of the lake.‘Who’s going down first?’

asked Max.Anna did not mean to, but she found herself hopping up and down and saying, ‘Oh

please – please …!’Peter said, ‘All right – youngest first.’That meant her because Marianne

was ten.She sat on her sledge, held on to the steering rope, took a deep breath and pushed

off. The sledge began to move, rather gently, down the hill.‘Go on!’ shouted the boys behind

her. ‘Give it another push!’But she didn’t. She kept her feet on the runners and let the sledge

gather speed slowly. The powdery snow sprayed up all round her as the sledge struck it. The

trees moved past, slowly at first, then faster and faster. The moonlight leapt all round her. At

last she seemed to be flying through a mass of silver. Then the sledge hit the hump at the

bottom of the slope, shot across it, and landed in a dapple of moonlight on the frozen lake. It

was beautiful.The others came down after her, squealing and shouting.They went down the

slope head first on their stomachs so that the snow sprayed straight into their faces. They went

down feet first on their backs with the black tops of the fir trees rushing past above them. They

all squeezed on to one sledge together and came down so fast that they shot on almost to the

middle of the lake. After each ride they struggled back up the slope, panting and pulling the

sledges behind them. In spite of the cold they were steaming inside their woollies.Then it

began to snow again. At first they hardly noticed it, but then the wind got up and blew the snow

in their faces. All at once Max stopped in the middle of dragging his sledge up the slope and

said, ‘What time is it? Oughtn’t we to be getting back?’Nobody had a watch and they suddenly

realised that they had no idea how long they had been there. Perhaps it was quite late and

their parents had been waiting for them at home.‘Come on,’ said Peter. ‘We’d better go quickly.’

He took off his gloves and knocked them together to shake the caked snow off them. His hands

were red with cold. So were Anna’s, and she noticed for the first time that her feet were

frozen.It was chilly going back. The wind blew through their damp clothes and with the moon

hidden behind the clouds the path was black in front of them. Anna was glad when they were

out of the trees and in a road. Soon there were street lamps, houses with lighted windows,

shops. They were nearly home.An illuminated clockface showed them the time. After all it was

not yet quite seven. They heaved sighs of relief and walked more slowly. Max and Peter began

to talk about football. Marianne tied two sledges together and scampered wildly ahead on the

empty road, leaving a network of overlapping tracks in the snow. Anna lagged behind because

her cold feet hurt.She could see the boys stop outside her house, still talking and waiting for

her, and was just going to catch them up when she heard the creak of a gate. Something

moved in the path beside her and suddenly a shapeless figure loomed up. For a moment she

was very frightened – but then she saw that it was only Fräulein Lambeck in some sort of furry

cloak and with a letter in her hand.‘Little Anna!’ cried Fräulein Lambeck. ‘Fancy meeting you in

the dark of the night! I was just going to the post box but did not think to find a kindred spirit.

And how is your dear Papa?’‘He’s got ’flu,’ said Anna automatically.Fräulein Lambeck stopped

in her tracks.‘Still got ’flu, little Anna? You told me he had ’flu a week ago.’‘Yes,’ said Anna.‘And

he’s still in bed? Still got a temperature?’‘Yes,’ said Anna.‘Oh, the poor man!’ Fräulein Lambeck

put a hand on Anna’s shoulder. ‘Are they doing everything for him? Does the doctor come to



see him?’‘Yes,’ said Anna.‘And what does the doctor say?’‘He says … I don’t know,’ said

Anna.Fräulein Lambeck leaned down confidentially and peered into her face. ‘Tell me, little

Anna,’ she said, ‘how high is your dear papa’s temperature?’‘I don’t know!’ cried Anna, and her

voice came out not at all as she had meant but in a sort of squeak. ‘I’m sorry but I must go

home now!’ – and she ran as fast as she could towards Max and the open front door.‘What’s

the matter with you?’ said Heimpi in the hall. ‘Someone shoot you out of a cannon?’Anna could

see Mama through the half-open door in the drawing room.‘Mama!’ she cried, ‘I hate lying to

everybody about Papa. It’s horrible. Why do we have to do it? I wish we didn’t have to!’Then

she saw that Mama was not alone. Onkel Julius (who was not really an uncle but an old friend

of Papa’s) was sitting in an armchair on the other side of the room.‘Calm yourself,’ said Mama

quite sharply. ‘We all hate lying about Papa, but just now it’s necessary. I wouldn’t ask you to do

it if it weren’t necessary!’‘She got caught by Fräulein Lambeck,’ said Max who had followed

Anna in. ‘You know Fräulein Lambeck? She’s ghastly. You can’t answer her questions even

when you’re allowed to tell the truth!’
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Fiddlesticks!, “History through the eyes of a child!. I teach gifted fourth grade readers and

writers. We study bias with an emphasis on the Holocaust as a topic. I included this book as a

choice for my students to read. When one of the students read it, she finished it in less than a

week and brought it back hugging it to her heart, her eyes glowing..."Can I check it out

again??" My other students took one look at her expression and reached eagerly for it. "I

guess not yet!"  I replied.  What more do you need for a recommendation of a history book?”
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C. Lindsey, “A warm, realistic memoir of a terrible time. I am considerably older than a middle

schooler and, despite a lifetime of reading books for both the young and the mature, had never

encountered “When Hitler Stole Pink Rabbit” before. It’s a sweet, moving, surprisingly realistic

and understated little memoir, and well written to boot.What a relief to read a Holocaust-era

autobiography that’s not sunk under the weight of atrocities or buried under special effects. The

reader feels Anna’s frustrations, her sorrows, and above all her hopes. The book is also quirky

and even funny, as when a mob of lunkish Swiss schoolboys tries to express their love for

assertive Anna by throwing rocks at her.I came to this book after reading Judith Kerr’s obituary

and realizing I’d missed out on the work of a truly formidable children’s book author. Kerr’s

determination, talent, and humane view of life shine in “Pink Rabbit.” But I don’t know if I have

the fortitude to read about where life takes her estimable cat hero, Mog. All along, Anna/Judith

never shrank from life the way it is.”

edju, “Anna must leave behind things she loves because of Hitler. This is a good story for

Middle Schoolers when discussing Hitler and the its effect on families living in Germany. It tells

through the eyes of a 9 yr. old child, the moving into a new country with new customs and

languages. It is "simply" written and easily understood. it is not graphic in its harshness of the

time.”

Michelle, “Perfect for tenderhearted kids. This book is the perfect primer for teaching children

the truth about Hitler's evil ideology. As a homeschool mom, I was looking for a way to tackle

the subject with my tenderhearted kids, and this was perfect. As we read, they asked

questions about Hitler, the Nazi party, and refugees. I answered all of them and included the

topics of antisemitism and the holocaust as we went along. We're starting the second book in

the series next. I'm so grateful to have found this book.”

Ebook Tops Reader, “Excelent.. Engrossing.as withAnna all the way. It brought back memorie s

of my post war childhood. I was nine in 1950 living in Heidelberg and going into the 1st grade. I

sympathized with the characters even though I was not their religion. T he book should be a

recommended class”

Huggyface, “For kids and adults. I never write reviews but this book was so fantastic I couldn't

put it down. I bought it for a child who is about to study WW2 and thought this would be a nice

addition to regular school work. It skimmed the gruesome bits of WW2 and told more about

the escape as a family and what they went through. I loved the book and bought the sequel.

For both adults and kids my guess would be middle school and above.”

Marjorie W., “True Story. Judith Kerr's story of her childhood, teen years and early adult as a

Jewish escapee/refugee in WWII.  Written for children, but hard to read.”

Arachne202, “German Refugee Girl In 1930s Europe. My nine-year-old daughter has started

becoming aware of the atrocities of World War Two, so I have read this aloud to her at bedtime.

It is the memoir of the author's own childhood, when as a nine-year-old she had to flee

Germany with her family in 1933 because her famous writer father had been satirising the

Nazis, and the family were also ancestorally Jewish. This is the first part of a trilogy, and takes

events up to when Anna, the title character, is twelve.Anna had been enjoying an upper-middle-

class life in Berlin, and is an engaging, intelligent and artistically talented child. A policeman

tips off her father that the family have to leave the country, and they manage to do so literally



twenty four hours before the Nazis arrive at the house. For the next three years they are

refugees ("Mummy, what's a refugee?"), wandering through Switzerland, then Paris, and finally

to England. Money is very tight; they can no longer afford servants so Anna's mother has to

learn how to cook and sew; Anna's father struggles to sell his writing and almost dies of shame

when Anna is offered charity; and Anna has to go to a school where she is the only child who

cannot speak French. Little snippets of what is happening in Germany arrive via visiting adults,

but on the whole, Anna doesn't hear much about that. For most of the book she regards the

whole experience as a glorious adventure, and her parents help her find the humour in life - for

example, her father's mock complaint that Hitler is offering such a low reward for his capture.If

this was just a children's novel, it would be a classic. Because it is also true, it had quite an

impact on my daughter, who kept wanting to know what happened next, and did the entire

family survive? (I haven't read the next two books, so I don't know.) It is beautifully written; it

focuses very much on what a child wants to know (there are plenty of descriptions of cakes

and drawing supplies and the subjects Anna studied at school), and every chapter finishes on

a little note of tension, making it an exciting story in its own right. Reading age 8+ years.”

John Hopper, “fictionalised autobiographical account of the author's childhood. After hearing a

Holocaust survivor, Eve Kugler, speak at a Holocaust memorial day event in my department

last week, I read this book, aimed at older children but really for readers of all ages, which is a

fictionalised account of the author's own childhood experiences in Germany in the early 1930s.

Her father, journalist Alfred Kerr was a prominent Jewish journalist and critic of the Nazis in

Berlin. Warned of a plan to take away his passport, he was able to smuggle his wife and

children to Switzerland on the very day of the election in March 1933 where the Nazis became

the biggest single party (though, despite being emboldened by Hitler's appointment as

Chancellor and brutal intimidation against their opponents, without achieving an overall

majority). The family, here fictionalised as the Papa and Mama of Anna (Judith) and her brother

Max, later move to France when Switzerland's neutral state is compromised by Nazi pressure.

After nearly getting sent by a porter onto the wrong train, bound for Stuttgart, the family settles

in Paris and makes a decent life there, though suffering some hardship as Anna's father tries to

get work. After a couple of years they move to London. Told from Anna's point of view (she

turns ten shortly after they arrive in Switzerland), the story shows how she views her life as a

child refugee, punctuated by the odd incident of anti-Semitic behaviour, though thankfully it

never gets worse for her than bad words and rejection by some non-Jewish families. The

author continues to live in this country, now in her 90s still illustrating children's books (and

there is a bilingual English-German school in south London named after her).”

Bobbie, “Highly recommended for adult readers as well as children.. I suspected this was an

important omission from my knowledge of children’s literature, and I wasn’t wrong. It is a truly

wonderful book. Judith Kerr (best known for the Mog stories and The Tiger Who Came To Tea)

was nine when her parents fled Germany in 1933, shielding their two children from full

knowledge of what they were running from. Judith’s journalist father, an outspoken critic of

Hitler, was high on the Nazi hit-list when they came to power, and the family left only hours

before their passports would have been confiscated. This is a brilliant child’s-eye-view account

of their nail-biting escape, their village life in Switzerland, their impoverished refugee existence

in Paris (where the two children became fluent French speakers) and their final arrival in

England. Judith (Ann Frank’s contemporary) died in London in May 2019, aged 95. Highly

recommended for adult readers as well as children.”



Three Minutes and Forty Five Seconds, “Still fascinates me. When Hitler Stole Pink Rabbit is

based on the life of Judith Kerr during her and her family's time in Germany. Although the book

is based on Judith's childhood the characters are not named the same. Judith has changed the

names of the characters. Anna's father is a journalist in Germany and he has left his homeland

in the dead of night. Anna does not know why. Anna has been told she cannot tell anyone. She

has to tell people her father is sick and he has the flu. Then on the eve of Hitler's election Anna,

her brother Max and their mother leave secretly to go to Switzerland. The book continues the

story of Anna and where her family are taken too in order to survive. Making their way across

Europe in order to survive.It is during their time in Switzerland that Anna becomes aware of the

dangers she has left. She has to learn a new language and learn to fit into a new society and

community without making it known she is Jewish. As seen in the above quote there is the

stereotypical view of Jewish people and the view which has been influenced through

propaganda and the media. Anna's friend Elsbeth does not believe she is Jewish because "she

doesn't have a bent nose". It is this that I struggle to comprehend when it comes to this part of

history. I can understand how people who are young and impressionable and those who were

scared could share the opinion that Jewish people were evil but that leaves a large proportion

of the country who were convinced that Jewish people were to play for the demise of

Germany.I found the book easy to read and that with Judith not referring to herself it was easier

to read as it distanced my feelings from Judith. For her to write a book depicting the

persecution her family were subjected to and for her to be able to write it with such grace and

conviction when the story is about herself this is something she should be very proud of that.I

would definitely recommend reading this book to other people and I look forward to reading the

other books in the series Bombs on Aunt Dainty and A Small Person Far Away which I am sure

I will in time. I really look forward to finding out what happens in the rest of Judith's/Anna's

life.Rating: 8/1010-Word-Review: An insightful look into the life of a war-torn child.”

JaquiP, “Absorbing, partly autobiographical wonderful children's book. If Judith Kerr's father

hadn't been so far sighted, as she states, it would have been too late. She and her brother

would have died in a Nazi concentration camp like the million and a half perhaps more other

Jewish children. Her parents too would have been murdered. Instead, fleeing Germany in

1933 and becoming refugees, we have this account, the first in a trilogy of her adventures. We

are so lucky to have this wonderful book as well as other famous books she has written. It is a

great children 's book that will be loved by children and adults alike. Warm, funny, delightfully

told through a child's eyes. I don't know why it has taken me so many years to pick up and

read.  I had certainly heard of it.  I am so glad I did.”

The book by Judith Kerr has a rating of  5 out of 4.7. 1,718 people have provided feedback.
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